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The following result is due to Beurling and Helson [l, 2]: let p,

be a finite regular Borel measure on a locally compact abelian group

G, and let u= ^,anugn+v be its Lebesgue decomposition into discrete

and continuous parts,1 where ug is the mass 1 at g. Then if p. has uni-

modular Fourier-Stieltjes transform (i.e., \p\ =1),  Tl | an |2 = 1.

The purpose of this note is to point out an extremely direct proof

of the result, which also yields additional information. Let p.* repre-

sent, as usual, the measure defined by setting u*(f)=ff( — g)fi(dg),

fECo(G) or, alternatively, by setting p*(E) =/x(E-1) for all Baire

sets E. Then u*= ^dnP-gn+v*, where v* is again continuous, and

i(i*)^ = pr. Thus | jx\ =1 implies ip,*u*)'~~= \ p\ 2=1 = jfto, and u*p* =

po- But

u * m* = 22 (    22    anamJfig + v'
»eO \gn—gm=o '

where v' is continuous since the continuous measures form an ideal

in the algebra of all finite measures. Consequently

Mo = ^\    22    o,nam\pg (and/ = 0),
06 G \gn-gm=g /

and we obtain

/ .    a„am = 8o,g,
On-Bm=0

in the usual notation, which contains the Beurling-Helson result as

the special case g = 0. Furthermore, setting ud= 2Za«M»n' the fact

that jUo = Md*Md* shows that the discrete part of p. also has a uni-

modular transform: for \pd\2 = p,0=l and thus \jXd\ =1.
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1 That is, v vanishes on all one point sets, while 2Za»Ms„ is a (countable) sum con-

verging in the usual norm.
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